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early stages of acquisition of number words



Barner & Bachrach, 2010

Questions..

How do children acquire a linguistic counting system?

How do children map it onto non-linguistic representations?

“set based quantificational system” (NL quantifiers)

“three fish”  



Stages..

Wynn (1990, 1992)

one-knowers

children’s acquisition of numeral meanings proceeds in distinct stages

two-knowers

three-knowers

four-knowers

CP-knowers

CP = cardinal principle

know the exact meaning of one but not two, three etc.

know the exact meaning of one and two but not three etc.

know the exact meaning of one, two and three but not four...

know the exact meaning of one, two, three and four but not more...

know the meaning of any number they can recite



Stages..

how can we test children's knowledge of number words?

children’s acquisition of numeral meanings proceeds in distinct stages



Testing children knowledge of numbers.. Wynn’s Give-a-Number Task

Children’re shown a set of fish

they’re asked to put a subset into a container

Can you put one fish in the pond?

Can you put two fish in the pond? FISH POND 



Testing children knowledge of numbers.. Wynn’s Give-a-Number Task

Methodology (titration method)

could you take one fish and put it into the pond?

can you count and make sure that this is X?

if the children put the wrong number of fish... 

But I wanted X fish.. can you fix it so that there are X?

If children succeed at giving X fish, the experimenter requests X + 1 in the next trial

If children fails at giving X fish, the experimenter comes back to X - 1

the test goes on until children does fail 2/3 times in a trial.

children are N-knowers with N standing for the highest number of objects
they succeeded to provide

thus, one-knowers are tested up to two objects..

two-knowers are tested up to three objects..



Testing children knowledge of numbers.. Wynn’s Give-a-Number Task

Criteria to attest the knower level:

1) Give N objects at least 67% of the time (2/3)

2) Give N objects no more than a half as often when asked for different N

e.g. if a child gives two objects when asked for two in all the “two” trials BUT 
he gives two objects in more than the half of all the other trials:
he’s NOT a two-knower

questions:    how to map number labels onto meaningful representations?

how is this process acquired? 

what are the underlying mechanisms?



Barner & Bachrach, 2010

What children know about unknown numbers..

Wynn ... via

Children constrain the interpretation of unknown numerals through known ones

one-knowers: always give one object when asked for one

never give one object when asked for two or three

when presented with two sets (1 vs. 5) and asked to point at the set 
with five fish, they point at the right one!

principle of  
contrast



How children acquire higher numbers from known ones?

Wynn ... via

principle of contrast

they know that one means one

they know that five is a number

they infer that this must be the set with five fish

can you show me blicket balloons? (Wynn. 1992)

no preference for the set with five 

1

2

3

Barner & Bachrach, 2010



Evidence for “some” understanding of unknown Ns

Condry & Spelke (2008) via 

one- and two-knowers

fail to judge eight vs. four

vs.

set labeled as eight

BUT

children know it doesn’t 
have four objects (they 
reject it as four)

Barner & Bachrach, 2010



Condry & Spelke (2008) via 

one- and two-knowers

succeed to judge eight vs. 1 or 2 vs.

they DO make inferences about unknown numerals based on known meanings

Barner & Bachrach, 2010

Evidence for “some” understanding of unknown Ns



Condry & Spelke (2008) via 

one- and two-knowers

modified set of 8

still remains eight

unknown numbers = lower-bounded indefinite quantifier (e.g. some)?

Barner & Bachrach, 2010

Evidence for “some” understanding of unknown Ns



one vs. a one-knowers

1-knowers use upper-bounded meaning 
of one (one = one and not more)

1-knowers only use lower-bounded 
meaning of a (a = a, some, several, all)

unlike adults..

is there a banana in the circle?
YES

is there one banana in the circle?
NO

whereas adults strengthen “a” non-knowers do not differentiate between a vs. one

Barner, Chow & Yang 2009



Barner & Bachrach’s proposal

instead of comparing unknown numbers vs. known ones via the principle of contrast

they might employ a scalar reasoning

one-knowers ‘one’ = exactly one
‘two’ = some unknown cardinality but not one
‘three’ = some unknown cardinality but not one

‘one’ = one or more

‘two’ = two or more

‘three’ = some unknown cardinality but not one

one but not two or more
Scalar Implicature (SI):

no SI can apply

is there evidence about N+1 knowledge by N-knowers? 
one-knowers know two
two-knowers know three etc.

Barner & Bachrach, 2010



Evidence for N+1 knowledge of N-knowers...

Give-a-Number task: N-knowers frequently give N+1 object when asked for N+1

but they also give N+1 when asked for higher numbers

e.g. one-knowers give 2 fish when asked for two fish, but also when asked for 3.

they can’t be called two-knowers as their correct behaviour cannot be distinguished from a response 
bias to give N+1 (e.g. by chance)

however

these responses (N+1 positive 
answers by N-knowers) are not 
randomly distributed!!

Barner & Bachrach, 2010



Evidence for N+1 knowledge of N-knowers...

Give-a-Number task: 

chance = 1/15 = .07
chance = 1/8 = .125

across the studies N-knowers 
give correct amount for N+1 
objects in 47% of times 
(23% to 75%). 
This is statistically different 
from chance.

N+1 treated differently from other higher numerals

Barner & Bachrach, 2010



What’s on this card Test (WOC)

Le Corre et al., 2006, Le Corre & Carey, 2007

Intermezzo:

WOC: cards with sets of up to 8 stickers pasted on them

What’s on this card? That’s right! It’s one apple! 

numeral free production

no time pressure

allows counting

permits a number knowledge estimation (like Give-a-Number task)

What’s on this card? 

probe: only in the first trial on each deck (8 decks)That’s right! It’s one apple! 
the experimenter never counted objects in the probe

cardinal response (e.g. “two cows”): can you show me?
if child counted without providing a N (e.g. “cows”): so what’s on this card



What’s on this card Test (WOC)

Le Corre et al., 2006, Le Corre & Carey, 2007

Intermezzo:

Experiment:  summary



What’s on this card Test (WOC)

Le Corre et al., 2006, Le Corre & Carey, 2007

Intermezzo:

Experiment:  results

subset-knowers

some 2-knowers correctly 
applied 3 for quantity of 3

some 3,4-knowers correctly 
applied 5 for quantity of 5

possible explanation: they 
are on their way to acquire 
the successive numeral

WOC more sensitive of children 
N-knowledge than knower-lever 
categorization criteria



Evidence for N+1 knowledge of N-knowers...

Coming back to Barner & Bachrach: evidence from WOC studies

0-knowers: 57% correct responses for 1
1-knowers: 58% for 2

overall
N-knowers: 58% correct responses 

for N+1 

37% correct responses 
for N+2 

vssignificantly 
different!

Barner & Bachrach, 2010



Barner & Bachrach’s proposal

Scalar Reasoning: one-knowers know the meaning of two!

‘one’ = one or more

‘two’ = two or more

‘three’ = some unknown cardinality but not one

one but not two or more
Scalar Implicature (SI):

no SI can apply

four

three

two

one

one fish = one fish but not 
two or more



Barner & Bachrach’s proposal

Scalar Reasoning: one-knowers know the meaning of two!

‘one’ = one or more

‘two’ = two or more

‘three’ = some unknown cardinality but not one

one but not two or more
Scalar Implicature (SI):

no SI can apply

four

three

two

one

two fish = at least two

three = some cardinality 
higher than two

can’t be used to strengthen “two”

? ? ? ?? ?



from N-knowers to CP-knowers

comprehension and processing of numerals vs. scalar 
quantifiers in preschoolers

earliest stages of 
acquisition of 

number words

children use scalar implicatures to 
generate the "exact numerosity"

older children & adults interpretation & processing of numerals 
and scalar quantifiers should display 
strong parallelism 

part 2 



•  “Can you give me the box with two fish?” 

     Control Trials: Exact match is 

present & SI is more salient 

Both accounts predict selection  

of box with two fish 

•  “Can you give me the box with two fish?” 

     Test Trials: Exact match is not 

present and SI is less salient 

Neo-Gricean: Box w/three fish 

Exact: Covered box 

Control trials (exact match):  
Subjects chose box with two fish 

Test trials (no exact match): 
Subjects chose covered box 

Huang & Snedeker, 2009.
Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013

comprehension and processing of numerals 
vs. scalar quantifiers in preschoolers

Covered Box Task



Test phase: None vs. Some 

•  “Can you give me the box where Cookie 

Monster has some of the cookies?” 

– Implicature match is present 

– Prediction: Subjects select box w/some 

Test phase: Some vs. All 

•  “Can you give me the box where Cookie 

Monster has some of the cookies?” 

– Implicature match is present 

– Prediction: Adults select box w/some, children 

select box w/some & box w/all 

Test phase: None vs. All 

•  “Can you give me the box where Cookie 

Monster has some of the cookies?” 

– Implicature match is not present 

– Prediction: Subjects select box w/all 

Huang & Snedeker, 2009

Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013

Covered Box Task



NONE vs. SOME trials:  

 Subjects chose box with some 
SOME vs. ALL trials: 

Adults chose box w/some; Children chose box w/some or all 

NONE vs. ALL trials:  
Subjects chose box with all 

Huang & Snedeker, 2009

Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013

Covered Box Task: results



Huang & Snedeker, 2009

Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013
Covered Box Task: results

•  “Can you give me the box with two fish?” 

     Test Trials: Exact match is not 

present and SI is less salient 

Neo-Gricean: Box w/three fish 

Exact: Covered box 

SOME vs. ALL trials: 
Adults chose box w/some; Children chose box w/some or all 

Test phase: Some vs. All 

•  “Can you give me the box where Cookie 

Monster has some of the cookies?” 

– Implicature match is present 

– Prediction: Adults select box w/some, children 

select box w/some & box w/all 

Test trials (no exact match): 
Subjects chose covered box 

numerals scalar quantifiers (some)

children & adults: same behaviour 

numerals exact semantics

children & adults: diff. behaviour 

children struggle with implicatures 

no implicatures



•  “Point to the girl that has three of the soccer balls.” 

•  “Point to the girl that has all of the soccer balls.” 

the Visual Word paradigm (with children)
Huang & Snedeker, 2009.
Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013

control conditions

there is only one possible 
referent for the verbal description



Similar  

points of 

disambiguation  

Huang & Snedeker, 2009.
Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013the Visual Word paradigm (with children)



•  “Point to the girl that has two of the socks.” 

•  “Point to the girl that has some of the socks.” 

possible referential ambiguity  
 up to "soc..."

test conditions

Visual Word paradigm

to identify the target before 
hearing the continuation (sock/
soccer) the computation of an 
implicature is required 

two and not more

some and not all



Different   

points of 

disambiguation  

Huang & Snedeker, 2009.
Huang, Spelke & Snedeker, 2013the Visual Word paradigm (with children)

RESULTSearly disambiguation: 
numerals are exact

late disambiguation: 
implicatures take time



if numerals have an 'exact' semantics...

no straightforward parallelism between 
numerals and scalar quantifiers

QUESTIONS:

numerals assigned the 'exact' interpretation by adults and children

"some" is strengthened ('some but not all') more often by adults

can children access the 'at least N' reading?

is their interpretation of numerals sensitive to logical (entailment) 
properties as with scalar quantifiers?

part 3: how children deal with the ambiguity of number words and the 
relationship between numerals and logic



two interpretations of numerals

the three boys go catching butterflies...



here’s what they’ve got...

two interpretations of numerals



did any of these boys manage to catch two butterflies?

yes, this boy caught two bu/erflies... in fact he caught three.  
no, this boy didn’t catch two bu/erflies... he caught three.

two interpretations of numerals



two butterflies

at least two butterflies

exactly two butterflies

one two three four

one two three four

two interpretations of numerals



interaction between numerals and logical properties

logical entailment

logical strength

A B

A B> A B

A B

rule of thumb: what is true in fewer circumstances (ruling out more situations) 
is logically stronger



interaction between numerals and logical properties

the boy brought a butterfly the boy brought an insect

is logically stronger than 

exactly two(x) at least two(x)>

declarative sentences (Upward Entailing)

rule of thumb: what is true in fewer circumstances (ruling out more situations) 
is logically stronger



interaction between numerals and logical properties

if the boy brought a butterfly
is happy

if the boy brought an insect
he’s happy

is logically stronger than 

exactly two(x)at least two(x) >

conditionals (Downward Entailing)

rule of thumb: what is true in fewer circumstances (ruling out more situations) 
is logically stronger



interaction between numerals and logical properties

declarative sentences (upward entailing)

the boy caught at least two bu,erflies and he got a coin



interaction between numerals and logical properties

declarative sentences (upward entailing)

the boy caught exactly two bu,erflies and he got a coin



interaction between numerals and logical properties

declarative sentences (upward entailing)

the boy caught at least two bu,erflies 
and he got a coin

the boy caught exactly two bu,erflies 
and he got a coin

entails

logically stronger



interaction between numerals and logical properties

conditional antecedents (downward entailing)

if the boy catches at least two bu,erflies he’ll get a coin



interaction between numerals and logical properties

conditional antecedents (downward entailing)

if the boy catches exactly two bu,erflies he’ll get a coin

if the antecedent of a conditional is false, the conditional is always true



interaction between numerals and logical properties

conditional antecedents (downward entailing)

if the boy catches at least two bu,erflies 
he’ll get a coin

if the boy catches exactly two bu,erflies 
he’ll get a coin

entails

logically stronger



interaction between numerals and logical properties

declaratives (UE) vs. 
conditional antecedents (DE)

at least two

exactly two

entails

at least two

exactly two

entails

declaratives (UE) conditional antecedents (DE)

entailment patterns affect our way of interpreting numerals

declaratives (UE)

logically stronger

logically stronger



Adults

semantic judgment 

Panizza, Chierchia & Clifton (2009, JML)

declaratives (UE)

John parked two cars in the garage 
and he will park a motorcycle in the courtyard 

If John parked two cars in the garage
 he will park a motorcycle in the courtyard 

UE
DE

% of ‘at least N’ answers

entailment patterns affect our way of interpreting numerals



semantic choice (in visual world paradigm) 

Panizza, Huang, Chierchia & Snedeker  (2011, SALT) 
Panizza, Huang, & Snedeker (in prep.)

declaratives (UE)

UE
DE

A boy has two paperclips, point to him

If a boy has two paperclips point to him % of choice ‘this boy’ 
(‘at least N’ interpreta<on)

entailment patterns affect our way of interpreting numerals

Adults



adults tend to optimize logical strength in interpreting numerals

(rela<vely) more ‘exactly N’ interpreta<on when it is logically 
stronger than the ‘at least N’ interpreta<on 

declaratives (UE)

declara8ves Upward Entailing

condi8onals Downward Entailing

main goal: to inves<gate whether children’s interpreta<on of numerals is 
affected by entailment pa,erns as adult’s interpreta<on

how about children? 

(rela<vely) fewer ‘exactly N’ interpreta<on when it is logically 
weaker than the ‘at least N’ interpreta<on 

Adults



declaratives (UE)

Children what do we know about children’s 
interpretation of numerals?



declaratives (UE)

children overwhelmingly prefer the strong (‘exactly N’) 
interpreta<on of numerals over the weaker one (‘at least N’)

Huang, Spelke & Snedeker (2013, LLD)
children show a 
strong preference 
for the ‘exactly N’ 
reading

Children

Huang & Snedeker (2009, Dev psy)

they tend to adopt the weaker interpreta<on of scalar 
quan<fiers (‘some’, ‘a’) unless provided with pragma<c 
facilita<on

Barner, Chow & Yang (2009, Cog Psy)

what do we know about children’s 
interpretation of numerals?

Papafragou & Musolino (2003, Cogni<on)



declaratives (UE)

children show a 
strong preference 
for the ‘exactly N’ 
reading

what do we know about children’s 
interpretation of numerals?

but..
Let’s see if Goofy can help the troll. The troll needs two cookies. 
Does Goofy have two cookies? 

Musolino (2004, Cognition)

yes 80%
they are able to 
adopt the ‘at least 
N’ interpreta<on

Children



declaratives (UE)

children show a 
strong preference 
for the ‘exactly N’ 
reading

what do we know about children’s 
interpretation of numerals?

but..

they are able to 
adopt the ‘at least 
N’ interpreta<on

children are 
sensi<ve to entailing 
proper<es with “or”

also..

Chierchia, Crain, Guasti, Gualmini & Meroni (2001, BUCLD)

children are sensi<ve to entailment pa,erns (UE vs. DE) in 
interpre<ng disjunc<on (“or”):

more exclusive interpreta<ons in UE than DE contexts.

Children



declaratives (UE)

children show a 
strong preference 
for the ‘exactly N’ 
reading

but..

they are able to 
adopt the ‘at least 
N’ interpreta<on

children are 
sensi<ve to entailing 
proper<es with “or”

also..

to test this: Kermit’s race game

is children’s interpretation of numerals affected by 
entailment patterns as adults’ interpretation?

numerals embedded in declara<ves (UE) vs. 
condi<onal antecedents (DE)

pragma<c boost to elicit ‘at least N’ interpreta<ons

reward task (‘give a coin if they did the right thing’)

context of need

ac<ng out

entailment pa,erns manipula<on

Exp. design



declaratives (UE)

is children’s interpretation of numerals affected by 
entailment patterns as adults’ interpretation?

if this is the case then..

children and adults employ the same opera<ons 
to shape interpreta<on of numerals

Predictions

they are likely to start out with the same basic 
seman<c representa<ons of numerals



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

Kermit is blindfolded as 
he suffers from an 
illness at his eyes.

He wants to organize 
some races with his 
friends.

He asks the boys to find 
the contestants for the 
races...

... and the prizes to 
reward the contestants.

Kermit’s race game



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

Kermit whispers to the 
boys which 
contestants/prizes he 
needs.

preparation phase 



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

preparation phase 

Kermit whispers to the 
boys which 
contestants/prizes he 
needs.



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

then he covers his eyes

preparation phase 



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

the boys bring what 
they found

set-up phase



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

set-up phase

the boys bring what 
they found



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

set-up phase

the boys bring what 
they found



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

“I remember what I told this boy I needed: a dragonfly/
ladybug”

in the control items he 
u,ers:

test phase: control items (match/mismatch)



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

“If this boy brought me what I need, if this boy 
brought me a dragonfly/ladybug give him a coin”

then he u,ers:

test phase: control items (match)

the par<cipant is asked 
to put a coin in the box 
near the boy if he did 
the right thing



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

test phase: number experimental items

he points to this boy 
and says:

“I remember what I told this boy I needed: two bu,erflies”



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

test phase: number experimental items

he points to this boy 
and says:

the par<cipant is asked 
to put a coin in the box 
near the boy if he did 
the right thing

“If this boy brought me what I need, if this boy 
brought me two bu,erflies give him a coin”



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

acting out phase: number experimental items

Kermit asks the 
par<cipant to put two 
of the contestants on 
the track

“take two of the bu,erflies that this boy 
brought and put them on the track”



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

acting out phase: number experimental items

The par<cipant puts 
two bu,erflies on the 
track

highlights the saliency of the 
set rela<onship:  
2 bu,erflies ⊂ 3 bu,erflies



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

acting out phase: number experimental items

The par<cipant puts 
two bu,erflies on the 
track

highlights the saliency of the 
set rela<onship:  
2 bu,erflies ⊂ 3 bu,erflies



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

acting out phase: number experimental items

The par<cipant puts 
two bu,erflies on the 
track

highlights the saliency of the 
set rela<onship:  
2 bu,erflies ⊂ 3 bu,erflies



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

... and the race starts.

“on your mark, get set, go!”

race phase (the funniest)



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

race phase (the funniest)



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

race phase (the funniest)



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

race phase (the funniest)



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

race phase (the funniest)



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

race phase (the funniest)



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

race phase (the funniest)

“woo the red bu,erfly won!”



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

race phase (the funniest)

“woo the red bu,erfly won!”



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

race phase (the funniest)

“woo the red bu,erfly won!”

the race is over



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

“and the winner is.. the red bu,erfly! let’s take 
some prizes for the contestants”

race phase (the funniest)

the race is over



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

prize trials

the whole procedure is 
repeated with the 
prizes for the 
contestants



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

and finally the 
contestants get the 
prizes

prize trials



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

between-subjects manipula<on

set of s<muli

exclusion criteria

38 children 3-5 yo 
(14 rejected)

8 stories employed declara7ve sentences (UE)
8 stories employed condi7onal sentences (DE)

+ 2 control trials 
1 prac<ce trial

8 experimental items (can be either true or false: 3 bu,erflies)

10 false items (1/0 bu,erfly, 1 ladybug: must not give coin!)

10 true items (number match: 2 bu,erflies, item match: 1 dragonfly. must give coin!)

>1 reward for wrong kind of object 
 >1 reward for wrong number

experimental design

goal: to make sure that the children..

understand the task
have knowledge of numeral meaning
minimize the bias: ‘assent to Kermit/the boys’

control items



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

experimental items

he points to this boy 
and says:

“I remember what I told you this boy I need: two bu,erflies”



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

he points to this boy 
and says:

the par<cipant is asked 
to put a coin in the box 
near the boy if he did 
the right thing

“I think boy brought me what I need, I think this boy 
brought me two bu,erflies, give him a coin if I’m right”

experimental items: declarative (UE) condition



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

“If this boy brought me what I need, if this boy 
brought me two bu,erflies give him a coin”

experimental items: conditional (DE) condition

he points to this boy 
and says:

the par<cipant is asked 
to put a coin in the box 
near the boy if he did 
the right thing



The experiment

declaratives (UE)

results

percent of rewards (give the coin) in 
experimental items (3 butterflies)

Declarative Conditional

%

%

main effect of condition (p.<.05)

mixed model  
over participant choices
subjects and items as random factors



Conclusions

declaratives (UE)

3-5 year old children’s interpreta<on of numerals is affected by the 
entailment proper<es of the sentence (UE: declara<ves vs. DE: condi<onals) 
in the same way as adults’s interpreta<on

children adopt more ohen the ‘at least N’ interpreta<on in condi<onal 
antecedents (40%) than declara<ve sentences (9%)

they employ the same mechanisms to interpret numeral determiners

this mechanisms are geared to op<mize logical strength

they start out with the same basic meaning as adults

children are as logical as adults in 
interpreting number determiners

parallel between adults and children



Open questions

declaratives (UE)

which are the mechanisms that are involved 
in the interpreta<on of numerals?

what is the basic meaning of numerals?

exactly two at least two

two and not more 
(= exactly two)

at least two

basic meaning pragma7cally enriched interpreta7on

scalar implicature

pragma8c inference

evidence: many studies show that children prefer the ‘exactly N’ interpreta8on

evidence: n-knowers’ errors on N+1 are not 
randomly distributed  
 

numerals seem to form entailing scales 
and be subject to strengthening/
exhaus8fica8on just like other scalar items 
(e.g. "only 2" = "exactly 2")Barner & Bachrach (2010, Cog Psy)

basic meaning pragma7cally enriched interpreta7on



taking stock

early stages of acquisition of number words

comprehension and processing of numerals vs. scalar quantifiers 
in preschoolers

N-knowers possess some knowledge about N+1

how children deal with the ambiguity of number words and the 
relationship between numerals and logic

they treat N+1 as unbounded quantifier

the architecture is in place before acquiring the lexical 
meaning of greater numbers

children consistently interpret numerals adopting the 'exact' 
interpretation (unlike with scalar quantifiers)

children's interpretation of numerals is sensitive to entailment 
just as with adults

one of the two readings is pragmatically derived

they share the same basic/lexical interpretation and pragmatic enrichment operation

part 1

part 2

part 3
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